In many industrial cases, a swirling flow is imposed to the turbulent jet flow which can affect the mean flow characteristics. In this research, a swirl flow from a premixed gas burner has been investigated. Experiments on a swirl stabilized pre-mixed gas burner were conducted to analyze flow characteristics at the outlet. Air at near atmospheric pressures was used as the cold-flow gas. The central main flow was perturbed by using an acoustic speaker at the base of burner. The tangential swirl flow rate was set to different values to adjust the swirl number and mixing ratio. A hot-wire anemometer was used to measure the velocity magnitudes near the outlet at different heights and swirl numbers. Particle Image velocimetry (PIV) was applied to visualize the flow. The burner was modeled and simulated based on the turbulent model (k-epsilon). The results from simulation were validated by experimental methods. According to the results, higher swirl number flows cause more significant mixing effects. Different frequency perturbations change flow field characteristics in a certain range with reduced effects at very high and low frequencies.
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